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WHO WE ARE

Founded with an entrepreneurial spirit, we help homeowners
and business operators realize maximum enjoyment from
their properties thanks to the integration and appropriate
deployment of technology. Our home automation company
designs, engineers, installs, programs and provides life‑long
service for the sophisticated technology solutions that meet
our clients’ project requirements and goals. As certiﬁed
installers for industry‑leading brands like Lutron and
Control4, we help our valued clientele experience the
ultimate luxury at home and unmatched efﬁciency at work
through intuitive control of audio, video, lighting, networking
and security. As lifelong learners we are continuously
attending manufacturer and industry education to ensure
we are prepared to deploy the latest technologies for today
and whatever the future might have in store for us tomorrow.

OUR MISSION

The goal behind all our projects is to create tailored
technology solutions that facilitate and elevate your day‑to‑
day lifestyle. We strive to earn your trust and make you a
client for life by delivering unprecedented performance,
reliability and ease‑of‑use you can enjoy across multiple
properties. Our professional staff is there to serve as your
personal technology advisor that educates and guides you
to solve all of your current and future technology needs. We
take world‑class care of every customer and thrive due to
your referrals and strong recommendations. We strive to
exceed our clients expectations on every project regardless
of project size or budget.
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ONE BRAND.
ONE SOLUTION.

Araknis is your network ecosystem. All our products are crafted to work together with ease, making for a
fast, reliable network that is easy to install and update. And since every device is cloud controlled, you can
view them all in a single, easy‑to‑use dashboard. If you ever need to update or reconﬁgure a device, just use
your mobile device – no need to roll a truck. Seamless installation is the Araknis mantra, which is why every
product we carry is crafted with dealer‑inspired features. From residential installs to high‑rise ofﬁces,
Araknis will make your net work.

ACCESS POINTS

Designed with you in mind, these wireless access points
provide industry‑leading speed, coverage, and reliability.
Plus, Fast Roaming capability allows for optimum
performance in any environment. Araknis WAPs come in
stylish round and square designs with a hidden LED,
making this a product your customers are proud to show
off. Whether your install requires a ceiling or wall mount
model, we have the ideal access point to help you get the
job done.
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THINK YOU KNOW POWER? THINK AGAIN.

WattBox is designed to revolutionize the way you think about power. We deliver every form factor you can imagine, remote
management, a robust lineup of IP and traditional power conditioners, surge protection devices, uninterruptible power supplies,
and a suite of accessories to help you complete the job.

Self‑Healing Auto Reboot
Maintaining connectivity to the internet is critical in today’s smart
home, so our IP products continuously monitor connectivity and
automatically reboot troubled devices when the connection is lost.
You can even schedule regular reboots through the local UI or OvrC
platform.

Free Client‑Facing App
Put power in your client’s hands with an easy‑to‑use app that you
can customize with your logo! Give your customers the ability to
ﬁx small problems and perform resets on their own using
macros to execute a series of commands that you deﬁne.

OvrC Remote Management
Through the intuitive OvrC dashboard, you can reboot devices,
modify conﬁgurations, update ﬁrmware, get real‑time updates,
and more – all from anywhere in the world.

POWER LOSS? NOT WITH WATTBOX

Pair your IP WattBox with an OvrC‑enabled WattBox Uninterruptible Power
Supply (UPS) to safely back up your equipment in case of power failure.
You’ll also unlock features like remote alarm silencing, load shedding,
battery health, run time, and battery charge level.

A CONNECTED ECOSYSTEM

OvrC works with an ever‑expanding list of devices, including hundreds of popular products. Using multiple OvrC‑enabled
products in a job makes it easy to conﬁgure and manage your entire project in a single, easy‑to‑use platform.

Proactive Service
Your network is our priority. We keep an eye out for slow
Internet speeds or malfunctioning devices. Usually we’ll
solve issues before you even see them.
Discreet Remote Management
Glitches happen. If your system goes haywire, we’ll hunt
down vital clues and service common issues remotely,
without disrupting you or your schedule.

Continuous Software Updates
We’ll keep your devices optimized and up to date so
they’ll work well with tomorrow’s innovations.

Scheduled System Inspection
Not all issues can be solved remotely. Our complimentary
on‑site visit includes a multi‑point inspection and system
tune‑up so you get the most out of your equipment.

THE FUTURE OF
INVISIBLE SOUND

New Sonance Invisible Series speakers and subwoofers, featuring
Motion Flex Technology, provide revolutionary audio for any
application, transforming any space into a magical experience
without compromise to performance or design.

INVISIBLE SERIES

Invisible Speakers are the pinnacle of the Sonance “Designed to Disappear” strategy.
After a multi‑year development process, the all‑new Motion Flex Invisible Series line
incorporates new breakthroughs in installation and audio quality, and ﬁrmly
entrenches Sonance as the unrivaled leader in discreet performance audio.

IN-WALL AND IN-CEILING
SPEAKERS
From the company that invented the category comes a
complete offering of in‑wall and in‑ceiling speakers that
balance performance with design. Sonance has solutions
to complement any décor and impress the most
discerning listener.

LUXURY OUTDOOR
LANDSCAPE AUDIO

For those of you who are backyard enthusiasts that love to
spend time in the comfort of their own home, an outdoor
landscape sound system is certainly the thing for you!
Imagine installing an outdoor luxury audio system, that is
positioned around your large patio‑seating area, where
everyone likes to kick back, hang out, and relax. Enveloping
that patio area in a bubble of music that you can hear
clearly (even in different weather conditions).

SONANCE ARCHITECTURAL &
TRIAD DESIGNER SERIES

These speakers deliver the ultimate blend of high
performance and premium aesthetics. Speakers are
designed with easily paintable one‑piece grilles to ensure
they blend in perfectly with your décor.

EXPERIENCE HIGH-FIDELITY AUDIO

The engineers at Meridian Audio have set the industry standard for innovation and
perfection, going beyond the ordinary with audio solutions designed to transport
listeners into a new world or your favorite concert hall. Since Meridian Audio was
founded in 1977, they’ve transformed the way people experience sound. From their
flagship loudspeakers to their subtle in‑wall applications, the British company
offers the tools to craft immersive, high‑performance sonic environments. With
ongoing research of the psychology behind sound as well as the intricate science
behind speaker design, Meridian Audio tailor their high‑resolution solutions to each
client. Their commitment to excellence every step of the way has made them the
go‑to partner for luxury brands across the globe, including Jaguar and Land Rover.

BRITISH AUDIO PIONEERS

LEARN MORE

Meridian loudspeakers DSP8000 XE
in our Showroom

THE NEXT GENERATION
LOUDSPEAKER
The first product to emerge from Meridian’s
groundbreaking Extreme Engineering Programme; a result
of years of investment and research at the extreme edge
of audio design and built upon the fundamental and
unique elements of Meridian’s approach to delivering
authentic, natural and lifelike sound. A new design
concept, Meridian’s Precision Sonic Transport, uses
innovative techniques and processes which ensure the
entire journey taken by an audio signal through a product
maintains maximum sonic fidelity, so that the listener is
immersed in authentic and realistic sound.
The new cabinet design ensures performance is
controlled and integrated to provide seamless realism
across the entire frequency range. Delivering unrivalled,
low‑frequency performance for its size (an equivalent
passive loudspeaker would require eight times the
internal volume).

CONSTRUCTION
Separate head‑unit isolates the all‑new tweeter and mid‑

range driver from the main enclosure. Curved lines, based
on an ellipse, contribute to rigidity and avoid parallel

internal surfaces. Outer walls engineered from a layered
combination of birch plywood, aluminium and resin are

combined with substantial internal bracing to create an
incredibly inert cabinet.

MULTIROOM VIDEO
Matrix switchers provide the ability to route any input to any output
or to multiple outputs at any time.

NEEO REMOTE

The Neeo Remote is the ﬁrst Control4 remote that includes
both physical buttons and a touchscreen, making it the
ideal interface for smart home experiences including
television, music, lighting, thermostats, and more.

LEARN MORE

A SMARTER REMOTE
FOR THE SMARTEST HOME

The three‑inch touchscreen offers a beautiful graphical

interface that leverages Smart Home OS 3, so favorites are

instantly available and arranged through the Control4 mobile
app or T3 or T4 Series touchscreen. The remote includes

only essential physical buttons, so it’s easy to use, even

without looking.Neeo offers what no other remote

offers—control of your Control4 Smart Home, personalized
just the way you want.

Our Home Theater project in
West Hollywood. March, 2022

HOME THEATER SOLUTIONS

PREMIUM ARCHITECTURAL
SPEAKERS
The Select Series concept was born when TruAudio had
the desire to create a series that would identify with high‑
end integrators and their passion for accurate sound
reproduction. Designed, engineered, and built in the U.S.,
Select Series brings quality sound to life in the form of in‑
room speakers. It took over a thousand hours of design
and engineering to develop the Select Series.

All Select Series by TruAudio speakers have
a limited 10 year warranty.

MORE THAN SOUND.
PRODUCTS THAT ENHANCE YOUR LIFE.

Triad is the world’s ﬁrst manufacturer to build fully custom
speakers to satisfy the most discerning audiophiles and
interior designers alike. With three decades of innovation
and reﬁnement, our speakers represent the pinnacle of
acoustic excellence and bespoke quality, individually
tailored to each installation.

CHOSEN BY DOLBY® TO BRING
ATMOS® TO LIFE.

Dolby® Atmos® is a dramatic new multidimensional
object‑oriented sound technology that redeﬁnes the
audiovisual experience. Working with Dolby®, Triad has
created a radical new line of recessed and freestanding
speakers capable of moving the sounds of individual
objects all around you, even overhead. Triad’s Atmos®
enabled speakers are just the latest in our commitment
to enable the best audiovisual experience that art and
technology can deliver.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
HOME THEATER

The superior engineering in the Acurus brand of immersive
processors, preampliﬁers, and ampliﬁers is characterized by
high performance, authenticity of reproduction, modern
aesthetics, rock‑solid design and construction, intuitive
operation ‑‑ all designed and manufactured in the USA.

THE CENTER OF YOUR
ENTERTAINMENT WORLD

With 20 channels of immersive audio the ACT 4 meshes the
celebrated engineering of Acurus with the power of
advanced cinema technology ‑ all in perfect harmony.

TRUE AMERICAN AUDIO

Acurus products blend together the latest technologies in
audio, system set‑up, and control to create perfectly
balanced solutions for today's demanding smart home
installations.

Our Home Theater project in
Beverly Hills. May, 2022

STAR CEILING

The whole system has been designed from the outset for ease of installation.
Individual panels have a bundle of 100 mixed diameter ﬁbres (0.50mm, 0.75mm,
1mm and 1.5mm) distributed in a natural star pattern across the face. On the
rear of the panel this bundle is connected via an optical joint with screwed
coupling to a corresponding carrier tail connected to the light source.

LEARN MORE

BARCO RESIDENTIAL

Barco Residential brings the pinnacle of image technology
to the high‑end home. Our state‑of‑the‑art products and
technologies are designed, developed and manufactured in
our design centers in Belgium and Norway. They are
designed from the ground up with one goal in mind – to
create the best possible Architectural Digital Canvases that
enable the most Immersive Entertainment and Cultural
Experiences for Customers to share with Loved Ones in the
world’s most exquisite homes and yachts. From purpose‑
built lenses and optics, to custom‑made electronics

processing and boards, all parts are custom crafted. Our
full glass lenses, for instance, are carefully selected so that
we can guarantee their glass is of the best quality.
The CinemaScope series projectors have a unique
automatic aspect ratio detection function. The premise of
the memory zoom option is that the projector needs a
zoom range that can accommodate a 16:9 ﬁlm and then a
2.39:1 movie by zooming the image as far as the edges of
the black bars.

A FIXED FRAME, BORDERLESS
OR MINIMALLY BORDERED
SCREEN SYSTEM

This is the most progressive wraparound frame available
on the market. With optional LED lighting capability, great
scalability and offered with Stewart's most in‑demand
screen materials, the new Balón Series checks all the
boxes — all with keeping the image plane within one and
one‑half inches off the wall’s surface. Choose Balón Edge
with a minimal, half‑inch black over scan border, giving on‑
screen content perceived contrast and a crisp edge. Or
choose Balón Borderless where there is no black border,
allowing the image on the screen to appear to float in the
room.

LEVITATING MOTORIZED
SCREEN
Take Back Your Room. You paid for your view. Don’t re‑
arrange your room just so you can see the TV. Zero‑G can
be placed exactly where you want it, not where it has to.
Where Flat‑Panel Can’t Go. Designed to give the television
experience but at a much larger scale, Zero‑G can be
deployed in places where a rigid TV cannot.

LEARN MORE

BEST PICTURE. BEST SOUND.
PURE CINEMA.

Only Kaleidescape can deliver the ultimate home cinema
experience. Curated from studio masters, Kaleidescape
movies are painstakingly reviewed by experts for sound,
image, and subtitle clarity and accuracy. They are then
annotated with lighting cues, screen masking details, and
popular scenes you can go back to. Kaleidescape movies
contain considerably more information than streamers or
even 4K Blu‑ray discs.

THE ULTIMATE MOVIE PLAYER

Kaleidescape Strato C combines all of the color and crisp
detail of true 4K Ultra HD and HDR with stunning sound and
the convenience of Internet delivery. The movie store offers
a library of the ﬁnest content from Hollywood’s major
studios and the largest selection of 4K UHD titles with HDR.
Movies are available with lossless multichannel and object‑
based audio, including Dolby True HD Atmos and DTS:X.

ARCHITECTURE

4K ULTRA HD, HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE,
LOSSLESS AUDIO

TERRA MOVIE SERVER

Kaleidescape Terra is the high performance core of a
multi‑zone system and adds storage to existing systems.
Storage options for approximately 1,200 (72TB) or 800
(48TB) 4K movies.

AN ESCAPE
IN EVERY ROOM

The Kaleidescape Terra server ensures maximum storage
flexibility while supporting any number of Strato players
throughout your home. Enjoy simultaneous playback of up
to eight 4K movies with zero loss in resolution. Seamlessly
combine multiple Terra servers to scale your capacity
without limits.

ACOUSTIC PANELS

Explore Decorative Acoustic Panels to enhance the sound in your home theater. The
acoustic art panels for home theaters combine aesthetics & acoustics.

AUDIO PERFORMANCE

Acoustic panels are designed to absorb some sound waves and dampen the echoing or reverberation they can
cause. They are placed throughout a room in speciﬁc, strategic spots to control the way sound waves bounce.
The fantastic speakers that you previewed in your dealer’s showroom will never perform as they should without
addressing the needs of the room in your home – where the speakers will live.

The use of absorbers, diffusers, and reflectors to help give
a room the desired acoustic (sound) characteristics.

Sound prooﬁng the room so that the minimal amount of
sound will transfer in and out of the room while in use.

HOME THEATER SEATING

High‑End, Custom Home Theater Seating and Chairs for Media Rooms,
Executive Ofﬁces, Lounges and More.

SOLVING SEATING CHALLENGES
SINCE THE 40’S…

Primarily a design‑oriented manufacturer, Fortress has been providing seating
for executives and board rooms for over 75 years. In the late 1990’s Fortress ﬁrst
manufactured theater seating for personal home theaters. With theater seating,
design is important. But equally important is the comfort. Our Pledge and our
commitment to service doesn’t stop once your chairs are delivered. Customers
are important before and after the sale. That’s our commitment to you and we’ve
honored it for over 75 years.

Fortress deﬁnes custom as designing a unique piece of
furniture to ﬁt the room and the person. Whether working
with speciﬁc dimensions, combining different design
elements of existing products, or working from a blank
canvas, Fortress has the manufacturing expertise to
create your concepts.

Seating is personal – that is why we build each chair
according to the order. Comfort… Design… Quality is what
you get when you buy a chair from Fortress.

MORE THAN JUST ON / OFF

Upgrade your conventional light switches with Control4 Keypads to
provide your home with stunning, conﬁgurable interfaces that add the
magic of automation to your home. No more guessing what each button
does; custom engraving and LED backlit indicators provide instant, at‑a‑
glance feedback to tell you what lights are on, if your front door is
locked, or if the garage door was left open.

TRADITIONAL STYLE

Buttons can be conﬁgured using ﬁve different button sizes
for a total of 38 possible conﬁgurations and can be
reconﬁgured whenever a change is needed or desired.

CONTEMPORARY STYLE

With an expansive selection of elegant ﬁnishes and
useful conﬁgurations, you can customize the lighting in
your home and tailor it to ﬁt your unique aesthetic.

CREATE YOUR
COMFORT ZONE

RadioRA 3 connected lighting control by Lutron gives you
powerful control over your lights, Lutron smart shades,
and other smart home devices, all wrapped in a beautiful
design that will complement any décor. So, you can
effortlessly create a comfortable environment throughout
your home with the app, voice assistant or a simple touch
of your keypad.

CONVENIENCE IN A KEYPAD

Getting out of the house has never been easier. With RA 3 you can
turn off the lights, stop the music, and drop the shades all with one
simple button push. Convenience has never felt or looked so good.
It can trigger lights when sensors and alarms go off, light a path to
exits during a ﬁre—even respond to a break in by turning on the
lights, raising the shades, and flashing outside lights to alert ﬁrst
responders.

THE MOST CONNECTED
SMART LIGHTING CONTROL BRAND
RadioRA 3 connects with more smart home brands than any other dedicated lighting control brand. Sync
lights and smart blinds with your other smart home products so you can set the lights, temperature,
music and more to your perfect comfort level, all in one place.

HomeWorks
For over three decades, HomeWorks has been redeﬁning
expectations around the seamless control of light in a home.
Bringing together a legacy of best in class dimming
technology, window coverings and now, ﬁxtures, the next
generation of HomeWorks raises the bar on creating beautiful
light throughout the home.

Inspired by old world craft and instilled with modern
technology, Palladiom controls harness the power of light
to curate the perfect scene with a single button press.

The HomeWorks QS wired Palladiom keypad allows the
user to control lights, shades/draperies, temperature, and
3rd‑partyequipment.

ARCHITECTURAL AESTHETIC,
INTUITIVE OPERATION

Large buttons are easy to use and button engraving is easy
to read. Buttons with white, backlit engraving make it easy
to ﬁnd and operate the keypad in low light conditions.

Keypads are available in a variety of colors, ﬁnishes, and
button marking options. Status of active button press or
scene is indicated through intensity of backlighting which is
conﬁgurable through the HomeWorks QS software.
Dynamic Backlighting Management (DBM) automatically
adjusts backlight intensity based on ambient lighting
conditions. It can also be programmed in the HomeWorks
QS software to adjust intensity by time of day or button
presses.

LEARN MORE

The Alisse is an elegant, balanced, and versatile wall
control that is designed to work seamlessly with
Lutron HomeWorks.

ELEGANCE MADE BRILLIANT

Choose from a range of button conﬁgurations to meet
the needs of the space and select a ﬁnish from the new
Lutron Signature Metal Collection to complement the
interior style.
•
•
•

HAND CRAFTED FINISHES ‑ An approachable form
machined from solid brass and ﬁnished by hand.

ELEGANT BUTTON ILLUMINATION ‑ A subtle touch
of technology surrounds the button.

ENGRAVING ‑ Custom engraving to personalize the
experience.

Every detail of design, installation, and programming has
been considered and improved, making Alisse a simple
choice for any home.

HomeWorks System Architecture for
120VAC and 434MHz regions
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POWERFUL
Built from scratch and packed with dozens of patented
innovations, Ketra’s D3 family elevates the standard for premiere
architectural downlights. Ketra works seamlessly with Lutron’s
premium lighting controls and shades to create powerful and
personalized smart spaces—providing the ultimate in intelligent
lighting solutions.

WIRELESS FLEXIBILITY

Integrated wireless control simpliﬁes installations and
supports future control schemes as floorplans and space
needs evolve over time.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT

The D3 was built to ﬁt seamlessly within one system that
combines Ketra light with Lutron shades and controls — all
backed by Lutron’s world‑class commitment to product
quality and customer service. Ketra products come with a
warranty of 5 years

High Def Palette covers a wide range of 16.7 million colors,
including pastels, saturated colors and high CRI whites
spanning from 1,400K to 10,000K.

LEARN MORE

LAMPS
Ketra’s S38 lamp is an all‑encompassing LED retroﬁt
solution that can be wirelessly controlled and individually
addressable through Ketra’s accompanying software. Title
24 JA8 and Title 20 compliant models are available in the
S38's high‑efﬁcacy conﬁgurations.

TRACK
The Track Luminaire enables a simple plug and
play luminaire solution for integrating Ketra’s S38
lamps into retroﬁt and new construction projects.
The industrial design of the product follows that
of the S38 lamps such that they complement each
other and form a single luminaire.

LINEAR
Ketra’s high‑output linear accent luminaires are ideally
suited for cove, wall‑wash and grazing applications.

ONE SOLUTION FOR EVERY FIXTURE TYPE

MODULAR DOWNLIGHTING SYSTEM

DMF’s upgraded modular downlighting system, powered
by the next generation DRD Series, now hits every lighting
spec you may come across – ﬁxed, adjustable or wall
wash, round or square, 750 to 1250 lumens. This versatile
solution with proprietary TRIAC/ELV and 0‑10V drivers can
keep up with the fast‑paced and ever‑changing nature of
your projects. The next generation DRD Series is
engineered for ultimate flexibility. Our modular solution

offers a range of color temperatures, ﬁeld‑ changeable
beam angles from 15 to 90+ degrees, 120/277 voltage
regulation, and 1% dimming with TRIAC/ELV or 0‑10V, all
integrated into the module. A single housing can
accommodate 98% of downlighting use cases – ﬁxed,
adjustable, to wall wash, we have you covered.
Standardize on DRD and write ﬁxture schedules with ease.

BULLETPROOF DESIGN & RELIABILITY

DMF’s driver, heat sink, and the LED chip are all integrated into the module. They feature built in voltage regulation, thermal and
surge protection. Components are designed in‑house by our team of engineers to ensure flawless integration and optimal
performance. This streamlined design simpliﬁes installation, maintenance and troubleshooting.

Radialux Neon RGBW LED Tape Light
Side‑bending and Top‑bending Flexible
Accent Lighting

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF 95+ CRI LED
TAPE LIGHTS ON THE MARKET
Uncompromised quality with your satisfaction guaranteed

Innovative, practical, patent‑pending designs from our in‑house R&D team

Customized products and installation plans designed to your speciﬁcations
Lightning‑fast quotes and ship times to keep your projects on track

Support teams trained and empowered to make your purchase journey a pleasure

A business philosophy built on agility, product and process innovation, active
listening, shared knowledge, and long‑term relationships built on trust
Driven to help our customers and our employees be wildly successful

AUTOMATED ROLLER SHADES
Think about how your mood changes when a drab, cloudy morning turns into a
sun‑kissed day, and then that bright afternoon sun softens into an evening dusk.
You go from feeling lackluster to energized and then relaxed.
Available wired, wireless, battery‑powered and manual.

WIRED AND WIRELESS

Battery‑powered shades are cost‑effective, easy to
maintain, and ideal for areas that require a wire‑free
solution. The batteries are located within the headrail;
simply tip the headrail forward to reveal the battery tray,
without taking the shade down.

TOP TREATMENT OPTIONS

Sivoia QS Triathlon shades are available with three different
top treatment options to tailor the solution for any space.
Each option is available in standard or WIDR to ensure a
consistent aesthetic.

Exposed

FABRIC TRANSPARENCY

Fabric available from blackout 0% to translucent and sheer
from 1% to 10% openness factor. Blackout fabric provides
complete privacy, translucent transforms harsh daylight
into a soft and ﬁltered glow, and sheer provides protection
from U/V rays.

Sheer

Translucent

Blackout

Pocketed

Fascia

END BRACKET

Palladiom roller shades are in a class by themselves.

Sleek and sophisticated, they feature exposed bracket

hardware designed speciﬁcally to be seen. The bracket,

together with the roller tube’s slender proﬁle and carefully
balanced bottom rail, take this distinctly crafted
automated solution to new heights.

BUILT TO BE SEEN, NOT HEARD.
LEARN MORE

Lutron automated shades are the quietest in the industry.
PALLADIOM continues the tradition: It is all but
imperceptible.

AUTOMATED SHADES WITHOUT COMPROMISE

The Palladiom Wire‑Free Shading System offers both
simple, wire‑free installation and precise, automated control
of daylight in our most reﬁned aesthetic. Extend the
ultimate in design flexibility to every room in every home ‑
for both existing homes and new construction.

Achieve 3-5 years of battery lifetime, and easily replace
batteries without removing the shade.

LUTRON DRAPERY TRACK SYSTEMS

Drapery track systems electronically operate pinch pleat or ripplefold curtains to elegantly provide quiet, convenient daylight
control. You can use your own material for drapery tracks.

Drapery sizes

Curtain Track Options

to suit your needs. Our systems allow for tracks up to 30 feet

curved tracks, and many custom drapery tracks available for

Lutron drapery track systems provide a wide range of options

long, single or multi‑bend curved tracks, manual‑open

override, track splicing, 90° curves, and band radius of 20”.

Lutron has straight tracks, curved tracks, single or multi‑bend

your project. Curve is the solution for an electric decorative

pole in a continuous curve window. Recessed custom
drapery tracks are also available.

CONTROL4 SMART
HOME OS

A smart home operating system (OS) is a software
and hardware system that connects the many
different types of technology in your home into one
easily accessible platform. The Control4 Smart
Home OS enables you and your family to control
nearly every device and service in the house in ways
that are easy and fun to use.

State‑of‑the‑art smart home access and control
you can depend on and easily operate.
LEARN MORE

BEYOND THE UNIVERSAL REMOTE

Traditional universal remotes are designed to replace all others
into just one that operates many of the audio/video devices you
have in your media cabinet. Once you’ve lived with one, you
know how convenient it is to get rid of the clutter and control all
of your entertainment with one, simple device. With Control4,
that single universal remote has the power and intelligence to
communicate and control nearly everything outside of your
media cabinet, as well. As the family gathers for movie night,
simply close the shades, dim the lights, and lock the
doors—from the palm of your hand.

GET PERSONAL

LEARN MORE

YOUR SMART HOME,
FINE-TUNED FOR YOU, BY YOU.
From changing schedules, evolving tastes in music, or along with the seasons or holidays,
4Sight gives you access to When >> Then personalization, that allows you to adjust and
experiment with many features of your automation after you’ve lived with it for a while,
ﬁne‑tuning it until it’s just right. And the interface is a breeze to use. You may come up
with automation ideas you’ve never dreamed of before!

ECONOMICAL AND INVITING
THROUGH INTUITIVE CONTROL

Enjoy a comfortable and inviting home that delivers energy‑efﬁcient
climate control, convenient management of your pool and spa, and
enables easy communication for your family.

THERMOSTAT
The Control4 Wireless Thermostat by Aprilaire is a
reliable, sophisticated device that consistently
delivers the right level of comfort in the most
efﬁcient way possible. With advanced presets and
scheduling, the thermostat works with you instead
of forcing you to ﬁt climate control into a rigid
schedule.

CLIMATE
It's more than just programming your thermostat. Ramp up
the temperature from your phone before you arrive home
from vacation. Have your home sense the outside
temperature, season, or time of the day, and adjust the
inside temperature accordingly. It’s intelligent temperature
control that makes your home more comfortable and
relaxing.

VIDEO DOORBELLS

The Video Doorbell provides an exceptional Video and Audio Intercom experience
in combination with Video Intercom touchscreens to provide customers the ability
to monitor and communicate with their front doors, gates or entryways.

Control4 Video Doorbells are a perfect option for home and business owners to
monitor and communicate with front doors, gates or entryways.

YOUR SMART HOME DESERVES
A SMARTER DOORBELL

Doorbell designed and built for the Control4 Smart Home. It
delivers everything you’d expect from a video doorbell plus
leverages the power of Control4 to provide greater security
and keep you connected and in control like never before.

LEARN MORE

Hands-free control in every room

Josh Nano knows what room you are in and what devices to control. Effortlessly set the mood
throughout your day by tuning lights, adjusting shades, playing music, and more!
The smallest, most powerful in‑room microphone.

LEARN MORE

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Josh is always learning based on the amount of data that you are comfortable
sharing. As Josh acclimates to your environment, it will offer suggestions to
make your smart home experience more convenient and personalized. Speak
naturally to Josh as you would with a friend, and rest conﬁdently knowing that
your privacy always comes ﬁrst.

The ﬁrst of its kind voice‑integrated keypad
solution minimizes technology's footprint in the
smart home, enabling the natural and architectural
beauty of every environment to shine brightly.

REAL LIFE DESERVES A REAL
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

Luma’s intuitive analog and IP systems combine the

beneﬁts of robust, professional surveillance with gear that’s
easy for you and your customers to use, delivering much‑
needed simplicity and vital peace of mind.

Luma Surveillance Analog cameras
have a 5‑Year Limited Warranty.

DELIVER SIMPLICITY & PEACE OF MIND

Together, Luma and OvrC help you support and troubleshoot surveillance

systems no matter where you are. Quickly access device information and
recordings or make remote ﬁrmware updates offsite. Through OvrC's

comprehensive remote dashboard, ensure your surveillance system always

runs smoothly. Real‑time notiﬁcations and offsite access prevent expensive,
unnecessary truck rolls, while discreet ongoing maintenance gives clients
valuable piece of mind.

TAKE CAMERA SNAPSHOTS

Take a snapshot from OvrC mobile or desktop with a

click of a button. Quickly review the ﬁeld of view during

installation or check on a camera’s view during a support

call. Now you don’t have to open any ports or leave your
OvrC dashboard during troubleshooting.

LumaLink, our streamlined point‑to‑point (P2P) remote

access service, lets you access all your Luma recorders

under your OvrC account. Now you can replace DDNS/port

forwarding with a solution requiring zero network setup and
offering better security for your clients.
•
•
•

Replace DDNS/Port
Forwarding Easy Setup
Better Security

VIDEO SECURITY
THAT WORKS

Verkada surveillance cameras and security devices
replace obsolete equipment with technology that’s
smart, secure and easy to manage. As a certiﬁed
Verkada dealer, Malibu Wired can help you ﬁnd the
perfect security solution for your business. PoE
cameras are online and fully operational in minutes
with easy setup. Store up to 365 days of footage
locally. Stay ahead of emerging threats with
automatic ongoing feature and security updates.

ACCESS CONTROL

Cloud–based access control that seamlessly integrates

with powerful video security. Through Verkada

Command, access control and cameras are connected

seamlessly to deliver real–time video analytics on

access events. Using Verkada’s industry–leading

edge–based video processing, users are able to not only

see what is happening at their points of entry, but also

proactively take action for meaningful events.

VIRTUAL GUARD

Verkada offers professional video monitoring to detect

and respond to threats in real time. With the click of a

button, customers can enable monitoring of events

conducted by our team of U.S.– based monitoring

agents. Verkada Virtual Guard provides 24/7 peace of

mind with on–demand professional protection of your

facilities.

INDUSTRY–LEADING 10–YEAR PRODUCT WARRANTY
All Verkada hardware purchases are backed by our 10–year limited warranty

LEARN MORE

VEHICLE ANALYTICS

Vehicle analytics leverages the cameras' powerful

onboard processing capabilities to detect the presence

of, and analyze the properties of vehicles as they appear

in the frame. As vehicles are detected, high‑resolution

images are taken and analyzed for vehicle objects.

Selected images are then sent to Verkada’s cloud‑based

Command platform, where users can ﬁlter historical

clips for vehicles and search for speciﬁc vehicles by

time, date, body type, and color.

LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION

Powered by Verkada’s industry‑leading edge‑based

processing and computer vision technology, specially

placed cameras are designed to capture license plate

images and provide users with a readable, searchable

list of license plate numbers. These license plate

captures are linked to live or recorded video for

complete context around vehicle events.

PEOPLE ANALYTICS

People Analytics combines intelligent edge–based video processing with

computer vision in the cloud to give users high–quality images of all

individuals identiﬁed in the scene. With Verkada’s centralized management

platform, customers can ﬁlter people by various attributes, including date,

time, appearance, clothing color, backpack detection, and facial matches.

THERE'S NO PLACE
LIKE A SECURE HOME

Add enhanced security and convenience to any Control4

system. Simply go keyless, or custom‑conﬁgure your door
locks to trigger automatically as part of a goodnight or

welcome home scene that also includes lights, security
systems, garage doors, and even your heating and air

conditioning. We've got locks that install in minutes and

are easily managed from any internet connection to give
you a little extra peace of mind.

KWIKSET SMARTCODE

The Control4 system makes your home your favorite

place to be. Now Kwikset, the leader in residential door
hardware brings home automation full circle with the
addition of Home Connect technology. This fully

automated SmartCode motorized deadbolt secures your
home with a new level of functionality that provides

security and convenience and is completely integrated
with the Control4 system.

LOCKS AND CAMERAS

When your security features are all tied into your home’s
operating system, it’s easier than ever to check on

cameras, see the status of door locks, and view what

sensors were triggered right from your smartphone, TV

screens, and dedicated touchscreens. With one tap—or

even a voice command—you can engage the locks, turn on

the porch lights, arm the security system, and ensure that
your home is the safest, and the smartest, on the block.

LOCKS INTEGRATION

You in control! Integrate your electric doors and locks with
the power of Control4

FLUSH MOUNTS SIMPLIFIED

SeeLess Solutions is a result of over 30 years of experience in the
custom installation of lighting, shade control, and electronics. With
technological advancements over the years, more and more electronic
devices are being placed around homes and ofﬁces resulting in the
walls being cluttered.

LEARN MORE

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE
PLATFORMS
We carry an entire line of minimalist Architectural style
mounting platforms, providing a unifying theme of
modernization to your home décor. These in‑wall plaster
mounting platforms come equipped with a metal back
box and feature well‑deﬁned sharp corners. Our mounts
are available up to 4 gangs to accommodate wiring
devices within walls and ceilings, ensuring the perfect
drywall implementation and seamless recessed
integration directly into your home’s unique design.
These 1‑3 gang platforms are compatible with Lutron
Architectural style & New Archi‑ tectural style plates,
dimmers, switches, and most electrical wiring devices,
including Decora‑style receptacles, switches, outlets,
dimmers, and motion sensors.

KEYPADS
Dimming, scene, and shade‑control for
lighting and home automation systems.

A UNIQUE BLEND OF FUNCTIONALITY AND ELEGANCE
Market leader MELJAC designs and produces luxury electrical hardware. The brand is
also well known for its expertise in delivering bespoke solutions. Expertly combining
style and quality, MELJAC is the brand of choice for architects and decorators,
electricians and home owners.

MADE FOR YOU

Thoughtful interiors deserve carefully considered wall
controls. Meljac’s push buttons and toggles provide flexible
dimming, scene activation, and shade control for lighting
and home automation systems.

UNMATCHED
PERSONALIZATION
MELJAC products are not just beautiful.
Technical research and development have
produced in patents and exclusive
technologies.

LEARN MORE

FRENCH MANUFACTURING OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY
MELJAC’s models, made in France in keeping with the ﬁnest traditions, are
the result of skilled craftsmanship allied with advanced technology.
Superlative quality, elegant design and a meticulous ﬁnish – the hallmarks
of MELJAC’s unique creations.

ONE SWITCH, ANY FUNCTION, ANYWHERE

Black Nova keypads encompass multiple controls within
the format of just one switch. Everything is right where you
need it, materialized in a thin and elegant surface. More
controls means less switches and more freedom to design
a genuinely modern, minimalist space.
Black Nova keypads can seamlessly connect with a wide

range ofthird‑party systems, becoming the modern
interface to control your stylishliving environment. Our
products are crafted using the newest technologywith
relentless passion to meet the most challenging
requirements.

A KEYPAD TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS

Customize Black Nova keypads to meet your
desires. Design an unique interface by choosing
icons from our Library and adding custom text in
the preferred language. Create a keypad that
perfectly matches your business operation and
brand identity.

DISTINCT CHARACTER
FOR WHERE YOU STAY

Lutron Palladiom keypads are sleek, intuitive wall
controllers. Buttons are flush to the faceplate with
materials consistent across the buttons and faceplate.
The buttons are large, engraved and back‑lit for ease of
use. The keypads are conﬁgurable with up to 8 buttons
or 7 buttons plus raise/lower.

COLORS & FINISHES

Lutron Palladiom keypads are available in architectural
matte, metal ﬁnishes (brass, nickel, chrome in satin and
bright ﬁnishes) and glass.
Palladiom keypads are now also available in a range of
custom metallic ﬁnishes.

•
•

•
•
•
•

ARCHITECTURAL AESTHETIC,
INTUITIVE OPERATION

Surface mount for easy installation, no backbox required
Master raise/lower brightens or dims all lighting, or
raises/lowers all assigned blinds in the last selected
scene or toggled group
Large buttons are easy to use
Buttons and wallplates are made from the same material
for a consistent aesthetic.
Customizable engraving on buttons makes control
simple to understand.
Adjustable backlighting brightness makes it easy to ﬁnd
and read engraving on keypad.

LEARN MORE

BESPOKE METALS

Choose from 20 standard as well as hundreds of custom
ﬁnishes. Easily coordinate with or complement other
hardware, ﬁxtures, or accents in a home, ensuring design
continuity. And do it all without sacriﬁcing the Lutron
quality and intelligence you’ll ﬁnd in a Palladiom keypad.
Hallmarks of that quality and intelligence include backlit
engraving and dynamic backlighting.

Backlit engraving, which can be customised, provides a
visual guide in a dark room. Dynamic backlighting
brightens to indicate an active scene and automatically
adjusts to ambient light levels in the space.

THE WORLD‘S FIRST UNFOLDING INDOOR TV

C SEED Entertainment Systems matches minimalistic design with impeccable
craftsmanship to create leading‑edge luxury electronics.

ENJOY DIFFERENT

The C SEED M1 pushes every existing envelope – with its
philosophy, design, engineering, and last but not least its
technology. Brace yourself for a never‑before TV experience:
Far beyond the capabilities of LCD and OLED, the latest4K
Micro LED technology creates amazingly vibrant colors and
a truly stunning resolution.

EXPERIENCE DIFFERENT

At the push of a button, the floor opens and within seconds,
a sleek column of machined aluminum rises silently from
the ground, unfolding a 165inch screen of impressive size
and settles down smoothly to provide you with an
overwhelming entertainment experience.

THE WORLD‘S LARGEST OUTDOOR TV

The panels interlock to form a seamless TV screen that bursts into action with revolutionary pixel power for ultra‑high
resolution images in any daylight environment, including direct sunshine. Each of the over 2,963,520 MicroLEDs processes
image data up to 100,000 times per second, enabling the C SEED 201 to display 64 billion radiant colors.

SMART FEATURES

The C SEED 201 grew out of a passion for technical
excellence, quality and innovation. Wide ranging expertise
and research capability were required to develop such a
visionary luxury entertainment product. Inventive
engineers successfully met the challenge.

MICROLED TECHNOLOGY

C SEED uses cutting‑edge technology to achieve superior
contrast, brightness and an unparalleled color spectrum.
C SEED video processing creates true‑life images with a
color processing depth of 16bit per color and advanced HDR
and HDR10+ processing for a superior viewing experience.

THE KINEMATICS
OF THE TV

The biggest tv engineered to the most
compact perfection

LEARN MORE

CEILING DROP-DOWN LIFT

Nestled in the hills of Bel Air, California, sits the
deﬁnition of luxury: a 12,600‑square‑foot smart
home. Hidden technology can be found throughout
the 9 bedrooms, 14 bathrooms, and two balconies
that overlook the Stone Canyon Reservoir.

LEARN MORE

WHERE DESIGN MEETS FUNCTION
Nexus 21 makes reliable, ultra‑quiet TV lifts and other
motorized solutions that are ideal for industry professionals.
Every TV lift is engineered in the United States and backed by
the industry’s longest warranty, making it the perfect buy for
any professional.

POP UP TV LIFTS

Model L‑90 is designed speciﬁcally to accommodate
large TV screens from 75” – 90”+, raising them in just 17
seconds while maintaining an elegant design and near‑
silent operation. Popular uses: Living rooms, venues and
conference‑room settings where a large screen is
needed.

MOTORIZED ARTICULATED
TV WALL

A dedicated motorised TV mount, the HSE90 offers full
rotation up to 90 degrees in one direction for large flat
screen TVs. The superbly smooth action, cable
management, and neat mounting plate encapsulate the
quality of Future Automation design with functionality and
look unlike any other TV Mount on the market. A variety of
mount options ensure that individual screens are mounted
in the neatest possible way.

VERSATILE DESIGNS

Every Future Automation mechanism has been designed
to suit a wide variety of installation scenarios, ensuring
our products can help achieve your creative vision.

COMPACT DESIGN
MAXIMUM EFFECT

The Future Automation PD Projector Drop mechanism is
the leading automated projector lift solution for home
cinema installations. Its height efﬁcient design, coupled
with its adjustable drop distance makes the PD
mechanism a favorite for leading audio visual installers
around the world. The PD Projector Drop mechanism is
the perfect solution for transforming any living space
into a home cinema.

LEARN MORE

MEDIA WALLS

LED Walls excel in brightness and reliability, creating a
stunning user experience in any location and purpose.
•
Theater
•
Media Room
•
Digital Art Canvas
•
Outdoor Entertainment

Resolutions available
ULTRA HD

ULTRA HD

1080P
FULL HD

LEARN MORE

CANVAS OPTIONS

No matter which area of your home you’d like to install a
digital canvas, indoors or outside, we have an option tailored
to ﬁt your unique needs. These digital canvases are made of
tiles that can be conﬁgured in any way, in any part of your
home. Whether you’re looking for durable tiles to interact
with, or tiles of the utmost quality and resolution to display
your art, each type of canvas has its own unique
speciﬁcations and customization options.
STANDART

PRO

HQ

OUTDOOR

High contrast
direct LED tiles

Protected LED
tiles for high
impact areas

Our highest
quality canvas
for the most
discerning client

Our standard
tiles built for
outdoor
application

THE FINE ART OF
DIGITAL CANVAS

A digital canvas is a transportive and immersive visual
experience for your living space. Transform your home
with a digital canvas, and change the ambiance with a
touch of a button. A digital canvas is the perfect display
for Crypto Art like NFTs, original dynamic works, or
captivating stock imagery, all tailored to complement
and enhance your home’s environment. A digital canvas
is an elevated experience for displaying your curated
artistic vision.

PITCHES FROM 0.9 mm

You have options when it comes to the resolution and
size of your digital canvas, depending on your viewing
needs. “Pitch” refers to the distance between pixels on a
digital canvas, measured in millimeters, which
determines the pixel density. Higher density leads to a
higher resolution image. For optimum viewing, if the
viewer will be further away from the digital canvas, you
will need less pixel density than a digital canvas meant
to be observed closely.

SERVICE & SUPPORT

After installation, we ensure our clients enjoy a world‑class service experience to
keep their integrated technology running smoothly for years. Our client care
packages include:

• 24/7 PHONE NUMBER

• ACTIVE MONITORING

• OVRC HOME APP SETUP

• PRIORITY SCHEDULING

• PRESCHEDULED PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
APPOINTMENT

Scan to see our recent projects and learn more about
the newest technology that will help you design your
dream home.

C O N TA CT I N F O

7783 W. Sunset Boulevard
West Hollywood, CA 90046
Primary: (800) 417‑5700
Local: (323) 656‑3474
design@malibuwired.com
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